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A1979 MGB GT nicknamed ‘the B-EAST’ is set to
represent the UK on the global stage and stake its
claim to be recreated as a 1:64 scale die-cast

model – after winning this year’s Hot Wheels Legends
Tour UK. Beating a record number of 274 entries,
Michael Wallhead’s MGB GT features a 3.0 litre Jaguar
AJV6 engine, to achieve 0-60mph in 4.2s and a top

speed of 148mph. Built over eight years, Wallhead
wanted to recycle as many parts as possible and used
a propshaft from a Range Rover, an axle saved from a
Reliant Scimitar, Triumph motorcycle throttle bodies,
Nissan Silvia S14 brakes, an old number plate for the
glovebox, and jeans for the seat upholstery.

BYD Dolphin



In the ever-evolving world of electric vehicles, BYD
has dived into the market with its latest offering,
appropriately enough called, the Dolphin. This all-

electric C-segment hatchback is making waves with its
affordable starting price of just £26,000. One of the

standout features of the BYD Dolphin is its innovative
battery technology. It comes equipped with a 60.4 kWh
Lithium-Ion phosphate (L battery known as a blade
battery. 3FBE UIF GVMM SFWJFX �XBUDI UIF MN CZ4IBI[BE 4IFJLI BU XXX�GSFFDBSNBH�DPN

BYD Dolphin
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Aunique opportunity to buy two of the most iconic Super Touring cars from the mid 1990’s Chassis 022: John
Cleland 199 Vauxhall Sport BTCC Championship winning car Chassis 023: James Thompson 199 RML
Vauxhall Sport Works car Offered for sale as a pair, although may consider splitting. Includes an extensive

spares package, acquired direct from RML at the end of their program. Both cars have exceptionally low mileage.
Chassis 022 has been in dry storage since 1998 and unraced, having competed in BTCC 199 , and ATCC 1996-
1998.

BTCC Legends...

To buy at RaceCarDirect.com

Racecars Direct.com



ForSale...

Sold For £25,250

Wallhead Chassis 023 was used in the
latter part of 199 BTCC, and selected
rounds of ATCC in 1997, with very

limited outings since returning to the UK,
notably Silverstone Classic in 2012 and
Goodwood in 2008.

Chassis 022 023 were recently showcased
at the Vaux Valves event at Donington ark,
including 023 taking part in the demonstration

run. Vauxhall has long been a supporter of the
British Touring Car Championship and, during
the 2-litre era, its cars have enjoyed more race
victories than any other manufacturer.

The RML Vauxhall Sport Cavaliers won the
Teams Championship in 199 season with
Cleland taking the Drivers championship after
a hard fought battle with Alain Menu

Racecars Direct.com
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Screen
Grab

Kiran Parmar tells us all about the
excellent Eonon media system, fits one, takes the

pictures and gets you an exclusive discount.
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Screen
Grab

When my car-mad cousin was about six years old, she
asked me with great curiosity, “Where is the screen
in your BMW?” referring to the lack of ‘i-drive’ and

infotainment found in all modern cars nowadays “My a a
has a screen in his BMW ” she stated in ty ical six year old
fashion oin ng to her dad’s newer BMW - eries e model
Much to my cousin’s bewilderment, I tried to explain to
her that my car was much older and cars didn’t come
with big screens ‘back then.’ To be fair to my car, the e39
generation dates back to 1997 and ended in 2004, my
car being an ‘end of the run’ model.

My 2003 BMW 5-Series came with a BMW Business
Stereo from the factory incorporating a radio, cassette
player and a six CD changer in the boot. The CD changer
stopped working a few years ago and I didnt bother trying
to repair it. So it was just a working radio and cassette
player for many years. The sound quality from the BMW
Business Stereo was pretty poor to be honest. Reading
through e39 forums, other owners felt the same way.
BMW did in fact fit some decent quality speakers but the
head-unit was really not much to write home about.

This year marks the twentieth birthday of my BMW and I
thought it is about time to give it a treat. A decent stereo
should bring the car up to date also.

We decided to replace the now ancient BMW Business
radio with the brand new Android 12 stereo from Eonon,
the E39A12S which is specifically made for the E39
generation. We were delighted to form a partnership with
Eonon who sent us a model we could review. We carried
out our very own DIY installation and documented it in a
series of photos and videos. The Eonon is a seriously
sophisticated piece of technology, so we made another
video demonstrating the key features of the stereo. (See
links to video below.)

Let me tell you a little about the stereo; it features a
seven inch QLED touchscreen display, with 1024 x 600
resolution and 178 degree viewing angle. Wireless and
wired Android Auto and Apple Car Play with “Hey
Google” voice command for hands free operation,
bluetooth 5.0, Wi-Fi, GPS, and screen mirroring.
.
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he stereo is owerful and fast thanks to B M,
B M and an ore rocessor teering wheel controls

con nue to work as normal thanks to the e anbus module
that comes with the kit, was also very im ressed to learn
that the tele hone bu on on the steering wheel now also
works which never worked before as you would have needed
an BMW tele hone installa on as a factory ed o on back
in the day

ther features include M and M radio with advanced
func ons some radio sta ons such as lassic M broadcast
the current song being layed which is a handy feature

B module is available as an extra

hree B orts t neatly into the glovebox which can even
lay lossless uality music via a B s ck hrough
ndroid uto or le ar lay you can stream music services

such as o fy or ma on music

ou also have the o on of inser ng a sim card so you are
connected to the internet all the me or you can turn on your

hone’s mobile hots ot which will be icked u by the onon
Wi- i antennas

he onon unit has four channel audio out ut and one
subwoofer out ut if you want to t a subwoofer front and
rear arking cameras are also available o ons if you want to
add them to the stereo

he installa on can be done in a weekend but will take longer
if you want to run a reverse arking camera which didn’t
bother with he hardest art of the installa on in my o inion
is removing the original BMW radio cage which involves
removing the lower dashboard My biggest advice is to take
your me and not to rush ake hotos and videos as you are

going along so you remember where everything goes back
reate a ‘screw-board’ out of cardboard with a diagram and

insert each screw into the board as you remove it from the
car so you know the exact loca on of where it came from on
the car

have been using the stereo for over a week now, and must
say that am very im ressed overall he sound uality has
im roved vastly lossless audio les sound brilliant ou can

ne tune the sound to your own liking using the built in
‘am li er’ a

downloaded and installed the om om o aviga on a
directly to the onon unit using the oogle lay a his
brilliant a downloads the ma s to your device’s internal
hard drive so you can navigate o ine without the need for
nternet connec on he antenna is very owerful and
icks u lots of satellites his a de nitely feels like you are

using a ro er sat-nav device and you can listen to your
music in the background

could go on about the very many features for several hours,
so be er sto now and encourage you to take a look at my
two videos via the ree ar Mag website see link below h,
and to my dear cousin now have a screen in my BMW

If you are interested in purchasing an Eonon stereo, take a
look at their website and use coupon code ‘FREECARMAG’
at the checkout for an £ total discount Eonon akes
bespoke stereos for M , Ma da, olkswagen, koda, EA ,
Che rolet, GMC, uick, onda, and oyota as well as
uni ersal stereos isit their website using this uni ue link
h ps dd ly R

h ps www freecar ag co screen grab eonon
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AMGear
With the new Heritage Collection, AMG is
paying tribute to a touring race car which,
in the 1971 Spa-Francorchamps, was
able to take a surprising class ictory as
well as a sensational secon place in the
o erall stan ings the Merce es en

S AMG , nickname
the e ig
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AMGear
For e ery ay li e, leisure or the race track the

unctional college acket
his sporty, casual men s acket in black yellow is

ma e rom recycle polyester an is ery com ortable to
wear t also eatures a stylish neckban in a ra iator
grille look an a knitte -in yellow highlight stripe on the
collar A wo en AMG crest at the ront o the chest,
sil er embroi ere historical AMG lettering at the back
o the neck an a wo en ba ge o race number on
the le t slee e in white with a black number roun o
the casual esign o the men s acket he college
acket is a ailable in si es S to
Sporty esign with high wearing com ort the t-shirt in a
casual slim t esign

he men s -shirt in white yellow is ma e rom
combe organic cotton, has a roun neck an is ma e
rom single ersey - the printe black AMG crest in a
use look on the ront is complemente by sil er-
coloure historical AMG lettering on the neck n the
le t slee e is a wo en ba ge o race number , the
neck area is a orne with a ra iator-grille-look
neckban he -shirt is a ailable in si es S to
Casual all-roun ers or leisure time the polo shirts or
women an men

he polo shirts ma e rom organic cotton impress
with their high wearing com ort Accents are set by the
embroi ere AMG crest web ba ge on the le t si e o
the chest, a sil er-coloure embroi ere historical AMG
lettering in the neck area an a wo en ba ge o the
starting number on the le t slee e he esign is

roun e o by the yellow neck etail an the neckban
in a ra iator grille look For men, the polo shirt is
a ailable in grey melange yellow black in si es S to

, or women in white yellow in si es S to For
the cooler ays o the year the sweatshirt ma e rom
organic cotton an recycle polyester

he black an grey sweatshirt is isually
impressi e with the knitte -in yellow highlight stripe at
the neckline an the en o the slee es, the neck etail
in yellow an the neckban in a ra iator grille look A
black printe AMG crest on the ront, sil er embroi ere
historical AMG lettering on the outsi e o the neck an a
wo en ba ge o the race number on the le t slee e
complete the sporty esign o the sweatshirt Ma e rom
organic cotton an recycle polyester, this unise
sweatshirt is a ailable in si es S to
er ect or true AMG ans the cap with printe isor

un ersi e
he -panel baseball cap in black an grey

melange is ma e rom 1 percent cotton an o ers
e tra com ort hanks to the sil er-coloure a ustment
clip, the AMG cap can be per ectly a apte to the
shape o your own hea t also impresses isually with
a san wich in the contrast colour yellow, yellow contrast
stripes on the a ustment strap an a isor un ersi e
printe with the number A ba ge with the
A alterbach crest at the ront an a sil er-coloure
embroi ere historical AMG logo roun o the esign
All keys always to han the key ring with AMG logo
ma e o stainless steel
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isually, this pen ant sets accents with yellow-
coloure leather n a ition to the historical AMG logo in
stainless steel on the ront o the key ring, the leather is
also ecorate with an embosse AMG A alterbach
crest on the back he split ring has three a itional mini
split rings that allow the keys to be change an
remo e uickly

For small erran s in town the ersatile shopping
bag he AMG shopping bag ma e o cotton is e uippe
with a carrying strap with yellow contrasting stripe, the
insi e pocket can be securely close with a ip o
pre ent the bag rom getting irty when put own, it has
a rubberise , black printe bottom area A sil er-grey,
embroi ere AMG Classic logo at the rear an an
A alterbach crest at the ront roun o the esign in
style College acket, si es S to , or er numbers

9 9 9 - 9 9 -shirt, si es S to ,
or er numbers 9 9 - 9 9 1
olo shirt or la ies, si es S to , or er numbers

9 9 71- 9 9 7 olo shirt or men, si es S to
, or er numbers 9 9 - 9 9

Sweatshirt, si es S to , or er numbers
9 9 1 - 9 9 7

Cap, or er number 9 9
ey ring, or er number 9 9 Shopping bag, or er

number 9 9

Further information about Mercede M i
a ai ab e at mercede am com
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WarPig

2nd place at the 24 Hours of Spa-Francorchamps from 24 to 25 July 1971
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WarPig
This race put AMG on the motorsport map

overnight: at 3 p.m. on 24 July 1971 almost
80 racing touring cars started the 24 Hours

of Spa-Francorchamps. Right in the middle of the
field there was a mighty Mercedes-Benz luxury
saloon of the W 109 model series driving the
course in the Ardennes. It was not a works racing
car, but a vehicle used by the engineering firm
founded by Hans Werner Aufrecht and Erhard
Melcher in 1967.

AMG comprehensively prepared this
predecessor of the Mercedes-Benz S-Class for the
long-distance race; the emphasis was on the
engine and chassis. The technical data were
tremendous for racing touring cars of the time:
315 kW (428 hp) from 6,835 cubic centimetres of
displacement, up to 620 newton metres of torque,
a top speed of more than 265 km/h and an
acceleration capacity from 0 to 100 km/h in
6.1 seconds. AMG 300 SEL 6.8 was the name of
the red racing car – even if the star on the cooler
clearly indicated the brand from Stuttgart.

The company name AMG was not yet
widely known in 1971, familiar primarily to lovers
of performance-enhanced Mercedes-Benz cars
with sporting ambitions. The first letters of the
surnames Aufrecht and Melcher and the town
Großaspach (where the two founders worked on
racing engines together for the first time in the
1960s) provide the acronym. The headquarters
were a former mill in the neighbouring town of
Burgstall.

By the end of the 1971 24 Hours of
Spa-Francorchamps, the AMG brand had gained a
reputation in the world of racing overnight. For
Hans Heyer and Clemens Schickentanz took the
300 SEL 6.8 to sensational second place finish

overall and secured victory in their class. Even the
renowned ARD news programme “Tagesschau”
reported on the racing coup in Belgium. The
magazine “auto motor und sport” celebrated it as
a “stroke of Swabian genius”.

However, this race success 50 years
ago was by no means a given. After all, this big
saloon weighing 1,635 kilograms (still
195 kilograms lighter than the series version) had
to assert itself in a field of nimble racing touring
cars in this Belgian marathon race. Luckily the
vehicle suited the old course of Spa-
Francorchamps – 14.863 kilometres long and with
many straights that could be driven at full
throttle. The 300 SEL 6.8 held its own and sped
dependably through the night as more and more
vehicles dropped out of the race: at daybreak
23 cars were still going; entire factory teams had
withdrawn. The outsider from A alterbach kept
right on track and was ultimately the second
vehicle of the 18 remaining racing touring cars to
cross the finish line.

The magazine “Road Track” reviewed
the successful balancing act between power and
weight: “During the race, the big 8 had an
insatiable thirst for fuel, and its weight meant that
it quickly wrecked its tires. However, the straight-
line speed of the Red ig more than made up for
its ine ciencies on the long straights of Spa-
Francorchamps, and after 24 hours, it ended up
storming its way to an incredible second place
behind a Ford Capri.” The drivers of the Ford were
the former Mercedes-Benz racing driver and
current Mercedes-Benz Brand Ambassador Dieter
Glemser along with the Spanish racing driver
Ale andro “ lex” Soler-Roig.
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Unconventional, flamboyant, ground-breaking,
colourful, controversial — the Benetton
Formula 1 team was all of those things.

Defying perceptions as the rebels of Formula 1,
Benetton achieved great success, particularly in
the two glorious seasons of 1994 and 1995 when
the team swept aside the big names — Williams,
McLaren and Ferrari — to claim back-to-back
World Championship titles for up-and-coming
Michael Schumacher. This book tells the entire
1986–2001 history of the Benetton team for the first
time with insightful contributions from many of the
key participants, including Flavio Briatore,
Alessandro Benetton, Pat Symonds and Rory
Byrne. With a lavish array of images accompanying
the authoritative text, this is a book that will delight
all Formula 1 enthusiasts.

•Beginnings: after three seasons in F1 as a
sponsor, Benetton purchases ailing Toleman and
creates its own BMW-powered team for 1986,
taking a first win that year with Gerhard Berger.

• Growing in stature: with Flavio Briatore arriving to
run the team and using Ford engines, Benetton
edges towards consistently strong performances,
including two consecutive wins for Nelson Piquet at
the end of 1990.

• The key driver: the inspired signing of Michael
Schumacher takes Benetton closer to glory during
a 1992–93 high-tech period that sees the Williams
team reign supreme.

• The breakthrough year: Following tragedy, black
flags, disqualifications, a pitlane inferno and
political manoeuvring, the tumultuous 1994 season
ends with Schumacher sealing the World
Championship title for Benetton after a
controversial clash with rival Damon Hill.

• The best year: Transferring to Renault engines,
Benetton dominates in 1995, Schumacher taking a
second consecutive crown thanks to nine wins and
Johnny Herbert supporting to help deliver the
constructors’ title too.

• The hangover: After Schumacher’s departure to
Ferrari and the loss of factory Renault engines,
Benetton struggles to maintain its status in 1996–
97 with Gerhard Berger and Jean Alesi, achieving
just one win in those two seasons.

• Farewell: A prolonged period of decline concludes
with Renault’s purchase of the team at the end of
2001.
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Was this a labour of love?

When I was commissioned I said it would take a
year. It ended up being three. The publishers were
very patient and realised that I had taken on quite a
task. Here was a team with 20 years of history a lot
of people were involved that I needed to talk to, so
there was a lot of information to gather. At the same
time it was very enjoyable a very good experience.

Why is this an important story to tell?

I felt that Benetton were overlooked compared to
many other teams. Not many have won a World
Championship in the past 40 years. There are lots
of books about Ferrari, McLaren and Williams. What
appealed to me was the rebel element and their
independent spirit. That came about in the Toleman
era which carried on into Benetton and still lingers
today even though it is owned by a big company
like Renault. A lot of the original people are still
there and I think that old spirit is still ingrained into
the team. For me, that was the basis of a very good
story.

Was Benetton a throwback to the ‘70s?

What kept coming up when I conducted the
interviews was how much they enjoyed working
there, a really fun place to be. They worked hard,
played hard, as F1 people tended to in those days,
just revelling in the whole experience of being in
Formula 1. Taking on the establishment was part of
the joy they got out of being in the team. Beating
the likes of Ron Dennis and Frank Williams when
they could, so there was a real spirit about this team
that I liked.

So does that spirit survive?

I think it is still there but it is buried beneath the
corporate sheen that is now part of Formula One.
This sport used to be about people who wanted to
live outside the restrictions of normal society, do
something a bit rebellious and be unconventional. I
still think this is the case, especially amongst the
drivers. These days the nature of the world that we
live in, especially with social media, it has certainly
changed, they can’t get away with what their
predecessors did. One of the guys I spoke to Paul
Seaby, the mechanic who infamously caught on fire,
said they would often go to the bar after a long day
in their team uniform. ou just don’t see that quite
so much anymore because it is not the done thing.

How did Benetton stand out from the F1 crowd?

They came in as Toleman and did things very much
on their own terms with their own Turbo engine
built by Brian Hart, with Pirelli Tyres, their own
design team. The easy thing would have been to
get a chassis and put a Ford DF in the back then
try to score some points. By the late 80s they were
a decent team and that laid the foundations for the
success that came later with Schumacher. They
needed a sequence of events that I tried to plot
through that kind of unlocked them as a proper
contender. Their period at the top was then very
short. There were two seasons when they really hit
their peak, then they lost Michael Schumacher and
quickly unravelled as a front running team,
becoming just a good midfield team again. It was
quite difficult to finish the book on that note. The
last six years I simply condensed into one chapter.

What example did Benetton set?

Working hard with ingenuity and visionaries like
Rory Byrne who I think is a slightly overlooked
character in Formula One, he is the centrepoint of
this whole story really. veryone wanted to work
with Rory and loved him, he was a complete
eccentric, but inspirational. The team has a
controversial reputation especially in 94 which has
hung over their legacy to some extent. I could not
give a definitive answer about the big traction
control question. They deserve to be remembered
for much more than that, whichis what I have tried
to set right in this book.

What was the most interestin thin you
discovered when doin research

I wanted to get to the heart of the initial motivation
and I struggled to discover why a clothing company
from Italy famous for its provocative advertising and
colourful sweaters ended up owning a Formula One
team. I could not get a straight answer from any of
the racing people. The breakthrough was finally
getting to see Alessandro Benetton who explained
that his father Luciano one of the four co-founders,
was no big fan of racing but understood the global
growth and recognition the sport was getting during
the Bernie cclestone era. In a way it was perfect
timing. I realised there was a parallel with the way
that Red Bull had been doing things, very much a
forerunner of their approach. Benetton were not just
rebels but trendsetters.

RebelYell

Free Car Mag chats to author
Damien Smith about his
groundbreaking book that puts Benetton in
a unique Formula One context
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1920

Benetton
ebels of Formula 1

Price 60.00
uthor Damien Smith

Foreword by Pat Symonds
ISBN: 9781910505588
Standard edition

Signed by Damien Smith
www.evropublishing.com/

collections/new-in/products/benetton
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Sutton x 4
An exciting end
to the Touring
Cars season as
Ash Sutton
shows his class
with another
title won in
spectacular
fashion.
Motorsport in
Britain is alive
and very well...

TouringCarsFinale
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Ash Sutton is a record-equalling four-time Kwik Fit
British Touring Car Champion – the youngest driver
ever to do so – after the NAPA Racing UK star

clinched the crown with two wins around the legendary
Brands Hatch GP circuit earlier today (8 October).

The 29-year-old claimed a record matching six pole
positions and 12 race wins during the campaign, as
Sutton also became the first driver to claim the title in
both rear-wheel and front-wheel-drive machinery.

The only driver to previously score six pole positions
in a season was James Thompson in 2003 and the sole
racer to take 12 race wins was Alain Menu back in 1997,
whilst Sutton’s four crowns now equals Andy Rouse and
Colin Turkington.

That list of records and accolades goes some way to
highlighting Sutton’s sublime season, which will surely go
down as one of the most successful in the illustrious 65-
year history of Britain’s premier motorsport
championship.

Unsurprisingly, Sutton was chased home all the way
by runner-up and outgoing champion Tom Ingram, as the
BRISTOL STREET MOTORS with EXCELR8 man finished
second in both of the opening two races.

BMW ended its 2023 campaign on a high as Jake Hill
won the final encounter for Laser Tools Racing with MB
Motorsport, although the Bavarian marque just fell short
in its quest to win an eighth successive Manufacturers’
title.

That honour went to the NAPA Racing UK/Ford outfit,

as did the Teams’ title, whilst Josh Cook and his One
Motorsport with Starline Racing squad took
Independent rivers’ and Teams’ laurels.

The Jack Sears Trophy – which has been a five-
way scrap throughout the year – was eventually won
by CarStore Power Maxed Racing’s Andrew Watson in
his rookie BTCC season.

The Kwik Fit British Touring Car Championship
returns next April with the opening rounds of the 202
season taking place at onington Park.

,
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 TQFFE ˊ MFTT UIBO�NQI�ˏ%FTQJUF UIF BVUIPSJUBUJWF %G5 TUVEZ UIF 8FMTI HPWFSONFOU DPOUJOVFT UP DMBJN UIBU ��NQI MJNJUT XJMM SFEVDF DPMMJTJPOT�UIF OVNCFSPG TFWFSF JOKVSJFT 	BOE SFEVDF UIF JNQBDU PO UIF /)4
 NPSF QFPQMF XJMM XBML PS DZDMF JNQSPWJOH IFBMUI XFMMCFJOH BOE UIFFOWJSPONFOU� (FOFSBM OBUJPOBM TVSWFZT MPBEFE UP QSPEVDF UIF EFTJSFE PVUDPNF BSF VTFE BT KVTUJDBUJPO GPS MPDBM QPMJDJFT� 4QFFE MJNJUTBSF BMTP DPOGVTFE XJUI BDUVBM USBWFMMJOH TQFFET BOE UIF BDUVBM JNQBDU TQFFET QFEFTUSJBOT BSF IJU XJUI� *UˏT DMFBS GSPN DPNQBSJOH %G5DBTVBMUZ EBUB GPS QFEFTUSJBO JOKVSJFT BOE QFEFTUSJBO EFBUIT UIBU WFIJDMF JNQBDU TQFFET XJUI QFEFTUSJBOT BSF BMSFBEZ CFMPX ��NQI JO��NQI MJNJUT EVF UP ESJWFST MPXFSJOH UIFJS TQFFE JO SFTQPOTF UP UIF QSFWBJMJOH SPBE DPOEJUJPOT UBLJOH BWPJEJOH BDUJPO BOENPEFSOCSBLJOH TZTUFNT� 	5IF WFIJDMF TUPQQJOH EJTUBODFT RVPUFE CZ UIF 8FMTI HPWFSONFOU BSF CBTFE PO B ����T DBS XJUI ESVN CSBLFT
� )FODFUIF MBDL PG BOZ HFOVJOF TJHOJDBOU DBTVBMUZ SFEVDUJPO PS BWFSBHF TQFFE SFEVDUJPO� 1MVT XPVME BOZPOF CF FODPVSBHFE UP XBML PO BQBWFNFOU PS DZDMF NPSF CFDBVTF OVNCFST PO QPMFT HFU FYQFOTJWFMZ DIBOHFE GSPN �� UP �� BOE BSF WFIJDMF FNJTTJPOT MPXFS 1SPCBCMZOPU� /PNFOUJPO JT NBEF PG UIF GBUBMJUZ SJTL GPS B QFEFTUSJBO IJU BU KVTU ��NQI CZ BO F�TDPPUFS PS CJDZDMF PS BOZ TVHHFTUJPO PG EFGBVMU��NQI MJNJUT GPS F�TDPPUFST BOE CJDZDMFT JG 8FMTI ˎTBGFUZ MPHJDˏ JT GPMMPXFE�.FBOXIJMF 0YGPSETIJSF JT CVTZ JNQMFNFOUJOH WJSUVBM HIFUUPT PS HBUFE DPNNVOJUJFT JO UIF GPSN PG BOUJ�DBS SPBE CMPDLTFVQIFNJTUJDBMMZ OBNFE 5SBD 'JMUFST BOE -PX 5SBD /FJHICPVSIPPET 	-5/T
� 5IFZ BSF BMTP DPOOJOH DBS ESJWJOH SFTJEFOUT UP DJUZˎTFDUPSTˏ WJB OFT QMVT PG DPVSTF JNQMFNFOUJOH ��NQI MJNJUT JODMVEJOH SPBET UIBU QSFWJPVTMZ IBE IJHIFS TQFFE MJNJUT UIBO ��NQI�0YGPSETIJSF $PVOUZ $PVODJMˏT DBCJOFU NFNCFS GPS IJHIXBZNBOBHFNFOU "OESFX (BOU SFDFOUMZ TUBUFE UIBU ˑ:PV EP IBWF UP CF QSFQBSFEUP TUJDL UP ZPVS QSJODJQMFT BOE JO UIF FOE PWFSSJEF B DPOTVMUBUJPO �˒"#% 4QPLFTNBO 1BVM #JHHT TBJE� ˑ5IF JOUFOTJGZJOH XBS PO ESJWJOH JT QVSFMZ JEFPMPHJDBM XJUI MJUUMF PS OP TVQQPSU GSPN BDUVBM GBDUT PSEBUB� *UˏT UIFSFGPSF OP TVSQSJTF UIBU QPMJDJFT BUUBDLJOH UIF 6,ˏT �� NJMMJPO ESJWFST BWPJE BOZ QSPQFS EFNPDSBUJD PS DPOTVMUBUJPOQSPDFTTFT�˒

Get Stickers from the ABD

4VQQPSU 5IF "MMJBODF PG #SJUJTI %SJWFST PO 'BDFCPPL� IUUQ���XXX�GBDFCPPL�DPN�BMMJBODFPGCSJUJTIESJWFST'PMMPX 5IF "MMJBODF PG #SJUJTI %SJWFST PO 5XJUUFS� IUUQ���UXJUUFS�DPN�5IF"#%7JTJU 5IF "MMJBODF PG #SJUJTI %SJWFST XFCTJUF� IUUQ���XXX�BCE�PSH�VL�



Noel Willcox the boss of Elevation Access, launches Crowd Funding
Website to continue to fight TfL in the Courts over illegal LEZ (and
ULEZ signs

• TfL are refusing to refund the monies owed to Noel and are resorting
to bully boy tactics by putting two fingers up to the existing ruling
against them.

• Noel Willcox is the scaffolding boss that has already won a legal case
against Transport for London showing LEZ fees and penalties are not
lawful, so they must be refunded without delay!

• That was in ctober , but TfL still ha en t paid him a penny and
now they e put their lawyers on to him in order to get out of the ourt

rder against them.
• Noel is now ta ing on TfL to get ustice owed to him. Noel is mounting

a public crowd funding campaign for funds to assemble a legal team
to ta e on TfL, adi han and the hated LEZ.. The L for the

rowd unding website is https www.gofundme.com f ta e on t
uote fro Noel Willcox

• am con inced that the LEZ and LEZ signs are wrong nd m
also con inced that motorists are being charged unlawfully. This isn t
ust about getting his or others money bac . t s about decency,
alues, and the sort of world we want to li e in.

Get Stickers from the ABD

Funding Fightback
against ULEZ signage



https://youtu.be/LI8EF7EQ1Q0

Free Car Mag
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5PDPNNFNPSBUF UIF ��UI BOOJWFSTBSZPG UIF MBVODI PG UIF UIJSE HFOFSBUJPO3PWFS ��� 	3�
 UIF 3PWFS ��� � ���0XOFST $MVC IBT QVCMJTIFE BO �� QBHF GVMMDPMPVS CPPLMFU XJUI DPOUSJCVUJPOT GSPNNBOZ PG UIF 3PWFS (SPVQ UFBN UIBU XFSFJOWPMWFE XJUI UIF EFWFMPQNFOU BOE MBVODIPG UIF DBS� 5IJT CPPLMFU JT BWBJMBCMF UPQVSDIBTF POMJOF GPS b�� GSPN UIF DMVC�IUUQT���XXX�SPWFS����PSH�VL�TIPQ

0MEDBST EPOˏU EJF UIFZ TJNQMZ CFDPNF#BOHFST� "PSEBCMF QSBDUJDBM BOESFMJBCMF USBOTQPSUBUJPO GPS UIF QFPQMF�5IFZ EPOˏU OFFE UP TQFOE B GPSUVOF PO BCSBOE OFXNPUPS HFU JOUP EFCU PS USBQQFEJOUP B TQJSBM PG EFTQBJS CFUUFS LOPXO BT BOFBTZ QBZNFOU TDIFNF� 0UIFST NBZTQFDJDBMMZ XBOU B #BOHFS 7BO -VYP#BOHFSPS )BQQZ 4IPQQFS 	TFF JOTJEF GPS EFUBJMT
�5IJT #BOHFSQFEJB DPOUBJOT ��� NPEFMT POPFS JO UIF 6, DBS NBSLFU XJUIEFTDSJQUJPOT CBTJD TQFDJDBUJPOT CSJFGCVZJOH UJQT BOE B SJEJDVMPVT SBUJOH TZTUFN�+BNFT 3VQQFSU JT CFTU LOPXO GPS XSJUJOH#BOHFSOPNJDT %FNPUPSJ[FE BOE UFMMJOH UIFOF SFBEFST PG "VUPDBS XIJDI VTFE DBST UPCVZ FWFSZ XFFL�

%FTQJUF BQQFBSBODFT JU JTOˏU B GBDU BOETUBU CBTFE IJTUPSZ PG UIF CPYZ #FSUPOFEFTJHOFE WFSTJPO PG UIF #SJUJTI -FZMBOE.JOJ� 5IF BVUIPS 'SBOL ,JSUMFZ EPFT LOPXIJT DBST CVU OPU UP UIF FYUFOU UIBU JU XPVMECPSF TPNFPOF XIP XBTOˏU JOUP WFIJDMFT�5IFCPPL JUTFMG MPPLT HSFBU PO ZPVS CFETJEFUBCMF OPU MFBTU CFDBVTF UIF DPWFS GFBUVSFT BQFSJPE 	����T
 %VUDI SFHJTUFSFE *OOPDFOUJ��� XJUI B NPPO SPPG BOE BEEFE XJOHEBNBHF QJDUVSFE PO B EVTUZ &VSPQFBONPVOUBJO QBTT� 5IJT TVHHFTUT BT ZPV SFBE BGFX DIBQUFST JO UIBU UIF TUPSZ JOTJEF NBZXFMM CF ˎCBTFE PO B GBJSMZ USVF TUPSZ �ˏ %SJWJOHBSPVOE 4QBJO BOE 'SBODF JO B CPYZ NJOJXIJMTU JOWPMWFE JO B DPME XBS TQZ QMPU JT BNBTTJWF QMVT QPJOU� *U JT TUSBJHIUGPSXBSEUIFSF BSF TPNF UXJTUT CVU JU JT EFMJHIUGVM UPCF BCMF UP HFU JOUP UIF CBDL TFBU PG UIF *OOJBOE HP BMPOH GPS UIF XJME SJEF�
IUUQT���XXX�TNBTIXPSET�DPN�CPPLT�

5IJT JT UIF OPU RVJUF EFOJUJWF IJTUPSZ PGIPX QBSLJOH CFDBNF BO JOEVTUSZHPWFSONFOUT PWFSUBYFENPUPSJTUTDBSNBLFST MJFE BCPVU IPX TBGF BOEFOWJSPONFOUBMMZ GSJFOEMZ UIFZ XFSF BOEUFTUFE UIFJS FNJTTJPOT PONPOLFZT BOEIVNBOT� "MTP XIZ SPCPU DBST BSF TPEBOHFSPVT BOE FMFDUSJD DBST BSF OPU UIFBOTXFS� "MTP XIP JT CFIJOE UIF POHPJOHQMBO UP %FNPUPSJ[F UIF XPSME� 1SJOUFE JO���� JU QSFEJDUFE UIF GVUVSF XJUI UFSSJGZJOHBDDVSBDZ�#VZ JU CFGPSF JU HFUT CBOOFE� /PXVQEBUFE XJUI B $IBQUFS BMM BCPVU XIBUIBQQFOFE SFDFOUMZ JO ���� UP TDSFX UIFBWFSBHF NPUPSJTU� #BOHFSOPNJDT #PPLTBWBJMBCMF BMTP BT 1%'T UP EPXOMPBE BUXXX�CBOHFSOPNJDT�DPNA

FCMBookClub

Here are books written
by some of our
contributors and
friends. We would
encourage you to go to
our related
www.bangernomics.com
Site to buy books and
things that support
what we do. Sticking up
for the Motorist.
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THEULIMATE ‘BOOKS’ BY
DAVIDMILLOY £8.001BDLFE XJUI GBDUT USJWJB BOE TUBUJTUJDT5IF 6MUJNBUF 2VJ[ #PPLT BSF UIF RVJ[CPPLT UIBU OPU POMZ HJWFT UIF BOTXFS UPFBDI PG JUT NVMUJQMF�DIPJDF RVFTUJPOT CVUBMTP UFMMT UIF TUPSZ CFIJOE JU� 4P JG ZPVˏWFFWFS XBOUFE UP LOPX UIF TUPSZ CFIJOE BDFSUBJO DBS CFJOH NFOUJPOFE JO B /BUJPOBM4FDVSJUZ NFNP UP 1SFTJEFOU +JNNZ$BSUFS PS BCPVU B )PMMZXPPE MNTUBSˏTBQQFBSBODF JO B SPVOE PG UIF #SJUJTI4BMPPO $BS $IBNQJPOTIJQ UIFO UIF$MBTTJD $BS JT UIF CPPL GPS ZPV� *G ZPV BSFB GBO PG NPUPSTQPSU UIFO UIF '� EFMJWFSTGBTDJOBUJOH GBDUT CZ UIF IVOESFET� /PUPOMZ UIBU CZ CVZJOH UIFTF CPPL ZPVˏMM CFIFMQJOH PUIFST ˊ UIF BVUIPS XJMM EPOBUF BUMFBTU ��� PG IJT SPZBMUJFT UP DIBSJUZ�5IBUˏT BOPUIFS HSFBU SFBTPO UP CVZ OPUKVTU POF CVU CPUI UIFTF CPPLT� 'SFF $BS.BH ˎ#PPLTˏ PG UIF ZFBS�

WorldofBooks

PEUGEOT205GTI - CORRIGAN
AMBERLEYPUBLISHING £14.99$PWFST UIF FOHJOFFSJOH BOE EFTJHOGFBUVSFT UIBU NBEF UIF ��� TP TQFDJBM�8JUIJO B TUZMJTI EFTJHO JU PFSFE B WBSJFUZPG MJWFMZ QFUSPM BOE EJFTFM FOHJOFT XIJMFUIF TVTQFOTJPO XJUI .BD1IFSTPO TUSVUTBU UIF GSPOU BOE UPSTJPO BSNT XJUI USBJMJOHBSNT BU UIF CBDL PFSFE FYDFMMFOU SJEFBOE IBOEMJOH� 4PPO UIF STU (5* WFSTJPOXBT QSPEVDFE XJUI BO FBHFS GSFF�SFWWJOH���� FOHJOF� *O ���� B ���� WFSTJPO XBTJOUSPEVDFE� %SBXJOH PO IJT QFSTPOBMFYQFSJFODF PG ESJWJOH B SFOPWBUFE1FVHFPU ��� (5* .BUUIFX $PSSJHBO BMTPQSPWJEFT BEWJDF PO SFTUPSBUJPO QBSUT BOEPUIFS PXOFSTIJQ UJQT�

THEMANCHESTERHEINKEL
MATTHEWCORRIGAN £8.99)FSF JT UIF GPSHPUUFO TUPSZ PG UIF POMZQMBOF UP CF TIPU EPXO PWFS (SFBUFS.BODIFTUFS JO 8PSME 8BS 5XP� 5IF)FJOLFM )F��� XBT CSPVHIU EPXO JO BEPH HIU PWFS 4UPDLQPSU JO .BZ ���� BOEUIF QMBOF MBOEFE OFBS B GBSN�"NB[JOHMZ UIF GPVS (FSNBO DSFXNFNCFSTTVSWJWFE BOE XFSF 0OF FZFXJUOFTT B MPDBMTPMJDJUPS XFOU PWFS UP UIF TJUF PG UIF DSBTIUP IFMQ BOE QVU UIF (FSNBO QJMPU VOEFSDJUJ[FOT BSSFTU� .BUUIFX $PSSJHBO IFBSE UIFTUPSZ HSPXJOH VQ BOE XBT TVSQSJTFE UIBUUIFSF XBT TP MJUUMF SFDPSET PS JOGPSNBUJPOBCPVU IJT NPNFOUPVT FWFOU TP EFDJEFE UPSFTFBSDI BOE XSJUF UIJT CPPL�

OSPREY -MATTHEWCORRIGAN
EMPIRE £8.950413&: �� 0WFSIFBE 4ZTUFN 1SPEVDJOH3FOFXBCMF &OFSHZ JT BO BVEBDJPVTTDIFNF UP IBSOFTT IJHI�BMUJUVEF XJOEQPXFS� *T JU B CSFBLUISPVHI JO DMFBOFOFSHZ PS B GBS�GFUDIFE GBOUBTZ EFTJHOFEUP FYUPSU NJMMJPOT 4FU JO SFDFTTJPO�IJU .BODIFTUFS 0TQSFZ JT BCSJMMJBOUMZ TBUJSJDBM OPWFM UIBU MJGUT B MJE POFWFSZUIJOH GSPN QIPOF IBDLJOH UP DMJNBUFDIBOHF IZTUFSJB� 5PQJDBM DPOUSPWFSTJBM BOEXPSSZJOHMZ CFMJFWBCMF 0413&: JT B UBMF PGQBOJD HSFFE BOE QFPQMF PO UIF NBLF�
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*O -FTTFS 4QPUUFE $MBTTJDT NPUPSJOH XSJUFS %BWJE .JMMPZ CSJFZ UFMMT UIFTUPSZ CFIJOE FBDI PG UXFOUZ�POF HSFBU DBST UIBU BSF B SBSF TJHIU PO 6,SPBET� %BWJE�T MVDJE XFMM SFTFBSDIFE UFYU JT TVQFSCMZ BDDPNQBOJFE CZCFTQPLF JMMVTUSBUJPOT ˊ POF GPS FBDI DBS � CZ 3VTTFMM 8BMMJT B QSPGFTTJPOBMJMMVTUSBUPS XIP IPMET B EFHSFF JO "VUPNPUJWF %FTJHO� *U�T GVO JOGPSNBUJWFBOE BPSEBCMF � OP DMBTTJD DBS FOUIVTJBTU� TIPVME CF XJUIPVU JU� "OE CZCVZJOH JU ZPV�MM CF IFMQJOH PUIFST� ��� PG %BWJE BOE 3VTTFMM�T SPZBMUJFTGSPN TBMFT XJMM HP UP DIBSJUZ� 5IBUˏT UIF PDJBM MJOF CVU BDUVBMMZ JU JT BMMRVJUF USVF� 5IF JMMVTUSBUJPOT NBLF JU CVU UIF DIPJDF PG DMBTTJDT JT JOTQJSFE�5IF MBOETDBQF GPSNBU JT WFSZ TBUJTGZJOH UP IPME BOE SFBE� #VZ JU�

/FX GPS ���� UIJT FYQBOEFE WFSTJPO PG -FTTFS 4QPUUFE $MBTTJDT OPU POMZGFBUVSFT BO BEEJUJPOBM GPVS DBST CVU BMTP SFWJTFT BOE VQEBUFT UIF EBUB	BOE TPNF PG UIF UFYU
 GSPN UIF PSJHJOBM 	����
 FEJUJPO� *G ZPV SBUIFSFOKPZFE UIF PSJHJOBM UIFO UIFSF JT FWFSZ QPTTJCMF SFBTPO UP VQEBUFCFDBVTF DIBODFT BSF ZPV IBWF XPSO JU PVU PS MFOU JU UP B TDPVOESFM GSJFOEXIP IBT QSFUFOEFE UP MPTF JU TP IF EPFT OPU IBWF UP HJWF JU CBDL�"T XJUI UIF PSJHJOBM JU UFMMT UIF TUPSJFT PG TPNF HSFBU DBST UIBU ZPVˏMMTUSVHHMF UP TFF PO 6, SPBET BOE GFBUVSFT CFTQPLF JMMVTUSBUJPOT CZ 3VTTFMM+ 8BMMJT B WFSZ UBMFOUFE NPUPSJOH JMMVTUSBUPS XJUI B EFHSFF JO BVUPNPUJWFEFTJHO� *UˏT GVO PSJHJOBM BOE DSBNNFE XJUI JOGPSNBUJPO� "DUVBMMZ UIF8BMMJT BSUXPSL JT QSPCBCMZ UIF CFTU CJU�4P JG ZPVˏWF FWFS XBOUFE UP LOPXXIJDI DBS GFBUVSFE JO B NFNP UP1SFTJEFOU +JNNZ $BSUFS GSPN IJT /BUJPOBM 4FDVSJUZ "EWJTFS XIJDINBOVGBDUVSFS CPVHIU CBDL OPU POF CVU UXPNPEFMT GSPN DVTUPNFST PSXIJDI NBOVGBDUVSFS PG B .JOJ�CBTFE DBS PFSFE B %F 5PNBTP CBEHFENPEFM JO JUT SBOHF UIFO UIJT JT UIF CPPL GPS ZPV�/FX DBST JO UIJT FEJUJPO BSF� "WFOHFS $IFWFUUF )4�)43 1SJODFTT BOE9���� 5IFSF JT EBUB BOE SFXSPUF TFHNFOUT PG UIF UFYU�"T VTVBM .JMMPZ QSPWFT XIBU B HPPE FHH IF JT CFDBVTF ��� 	VTVBMMZNPSF
 PG SPZBMUJFT XJMM HP UP DIBSJUZ�� 'JOE UIF #PPL PO "NB[PO

*G ZPV MPWFE UIF 6MUJNBUF$MBTTJD $BS 2VJ[ #PPL UIFOZPV XJMM BEPSF /VNCFS �XIJDI JT NPSF PG UIF TBNF CVUXJUI EJFSFOU RVFTUJPOT BOEBOTXFST� #VZ JU�

FCMBookClub2

More Books by the
better half of the
Bangers and Classics
Podcast...
David Milloy. A
proportion goes to
charity which proves
what a jolly good egg
he is. Do some good
and buy some great
books.
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'SFF $BS .BH SFNBJOT UIF POMZ QSP�NPUPSJTU NBH TP QMFBTF UVSO VQ UPTFF XIBU XFNJHIU CF EPJOH JO BNPOUIˏT UJNF 	NJHIU CF TPNF$ISJTUNBT QSFTFOU TVHHFTUJPOT
�0UIFSXJTF UIF TUPSJFT XJMM RVJUF MJLFMZSFFDU XIBU JT IBQQFOJOH PO UIF GSPOUMJOF EFGZJOH BVUPUZSBOOZ�4FF ZPV OFYU UJNF���
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flyscreenqueen.co.uk
01760 441423

folding roller sliding and chain  
screens for doors and windows for home  

and business, diy kits only 
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